
 Suzie Frasier:  Organic 

 Room for 3 designers 

 



Rm 105:  Eileen Dorsey  Sole artist in space. Landscapes. Works in her space. 

    Most hesitant; mostly I think due to unfamiliarity.  Also fear that the designers will detract from 

  

 Sales.  She said 2 designers, however it may be best for just one. 

 



Rm 106: Michael Greenwald.  Abstract Landscapes. Could be excellent for a commercial setting. 

    Has experience with working with interior designers. Quiet. Will want interaction to make sure he and 

designers are a good fit.  He’s good for 2 spaces. 

 



Room 107: Laurel Herbold, sole artist of space but works in a variety of mediums. Already working with 

the design community, so very comfortable collaborating with 2 designers. 



Room 108: Micro Art Space  Michelle is the curator. New artist each month.  A strong point of view. 

 A very contemporary installation. A very tight collaboration between designer/artist/Michelle. 

  Think lighting, sound, technology: a happening.  These tools we designers work with daily, and it 

 Intrigues Michelle. 



Room 109: Zach  Photographer  leases out walls to 5 other artists 

         Very easy to work with. Large space for 3 spaces 



Room 110: Cleveland West Art League    An art coop 6: 2 person shows a year 

 Jeanine:    Need a Board decision: Dan  



Room 111:  Too Much Awesomeness Graphic designers  to be contacted 

 If interested: they could use the common area in front of their space 



Room 112:  3 artists sharing a retail space. Spoke with CristinaSadowski. 

 Billy Nainiger and Richard Cihlar not spoken with. Not a great space. 

 Too much going on, and they will be concerned about loosing sales. 



Room 112 B  Presently occupied by architect Mark Yeager.  He expects the space to be vacant 

 In a month or so.  Good space for 2 designers. Blank slate. I wonder if owner will try to find a  

 Tenant before September?? 



Room 113: Dawn Tekler with Jamilla Naji, and Bunny Page Jewelry. Very enthusiastic. 

 Room for 2 designers 



Room  115: Betsy and Ron:  one designer Think Romantic, 19th century Impressionistic 

 Shabby chic? 



 

Common Area  


